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Battle bay best weapons for shooter

Hi there, it was hard to decide what would be a good load weapon for my mk5 shooter at 2000 shame. I'm at the point where it will take time for each update, so I'm here for some guidance or reflection based on your experience. I'll move my weapon below: All training on Bhurt is focused on Blast Gun. I have a 5 Grenade launch epic, only to put lvl 30 epics on the table for a
reasonable investment. I am currently exchanging all but a grenade launcher and an explosive cannon. I'm used to playing with explosive guns so leading the shot of my daily life if I want to do the damage. The damage table does not take into account the following set of training levels. What will be your load based on this table and your experience? On what weapons would you
focus your time and sugar? Thank you in advance. Page 2 of 12 comments Battle Bay is a multiplayer mobile game that challenges players to buy, upgrade and fight each other with ships on the water. Players have begun to realize that one of the most important decisions you will make when building your ship is choosing the best weapon for this ship. Training crew members
there are a few things to consider before deciding on the perfect weapon for your ship. First, you should note that each offensive item requires you to hire and train the crew member responsible for this weapon. Knowing this correlation will also provide you with an idea of whether your choice of weapon sound. For example, Bhurt is one of the first crew members you will unlock and
all his talents revolve around damage boosts, increased range, cooling decreases, and more, for guns. It also provides buffs for Ship Shooter. This is a huge indication that the guns in Battle Bay are one of the best weapons for players who command shooters. Also, there's an easy way to tell which weapons and which ships each crew member specializes in just click on the
training and view all the characters. The best thing about Battle Bay is that you don't need to have a character unlocked to see your talents. You can get a general idea of what each crew member is responsible for by looking at the background color in their portraits and exploring their talents. The background colors coincide with the color slots of the ship, which we talk about more
in our article How to build a better ship. Choosing the Best Weapons there are a total of 19 offensive weapons in Battle Bay and, as we mentioned earlier, they all have a designated crew member. It looks like the Battle Bay developers have developed each weapon to work well with a specific ship. Guns and mortars work well with shooters, torpedoes are excellent for Speeders, so
on and so forth. Gun Crewmember: Bhurt Best Weapon for: Shooter Cannon Blast Gun Sniper Guns Explosive Gun Explosive Gun Crew member: Swift Best Weapon for: Speeder Mortars Crewmember: Mortimer Best Weapon for: Shooter Standard Long Range Mortar Mortarpark Big Berta Torpedoes Crewmember: Crewmember: Best Weapon for: Speeder Big Torpedo Swift
Torpedo Triple Torpedo Torpedo Rocket PickEram: Isak Best Weapon for: Enforcer High DPS Crewmember: Blastian Best Weapon for: Defender Mine Rocket Launcher Triple Torpedo Fire Bomb Crewmember: Brock Best Weapon for: Defender Rail Gun Crewmember: Dr. Buzzkill Best Weapon for: Fixer Fire DoT Crewmber That doesn't mean you don't have to try new things. As
a player, you don't have to follow the structure. You can find a combo that works great for you by simply choosing your favorite weapon! After all, Battle Bay is focused on the team. How your friends play combat is another important factor in all of this. Overall, we hope this has clarified how the choice of the best weapon in Battle Bay works. For more guidance, check out the full list
of perks in the game and find out how to add a friend. Indie Obscura Mobile Game Mobile Game Mobile Game Battle Bay Rovio Load Comments Shooter is a ship in Battle Bay. This ship has more red slots than any other ship, making it able to inflict very much damage. Prior to the 4.0 upgrade, this ship received its talents from Bhurt and Mortimer. Basic Stats (edited source
editing) Basic Speed Defense Stats Max Speed Ship Agility Turret Agility 0 DMG 0.92 1.5 60 70 Health Stat Health Level Cost 1 1950 HP 0 2 2069 HP 32,000 Gold 3 3 3 3 3 3 2189 HP 49000 gold 4 2308 HP 79000 gold 5 2428 HP 1 19,000 gold 6 2547 hp 164,000 gold 7 2666 hp. 207,000 gold 8 2786 hp 244.00 0 gold 9 2905 HP 271,000 gold 10 3024 HP 287,000 gold 11 3144
HP 295,000 Gold 12 3263 HP 299,000 Gold 13 3383 HP 304,000 Gold 14 3502 HP 318 Gold 15 3621 HP 344,000 gold 344,000 gold 16 3741 hp 383,000 gold 17 3860 hp. 433,000 gold 18 3980 hp 492,000 gold 19 4099 hp 552,000 gold 000 20 4218 HP 608,000 gold 21 4338 HP 655,00 0 Gold 22 4457 HP 692,000 Gold 23 4577 HP 718,000 Gold 718000 Gold 24 4696 hp
740,000 gold 25 4815 hp 755,000 gold 26 4935 hp 780,000 gold 27 5054 hp 810,000 gold 28 5173 hp 855 000 gold 29 5293 hp. 915,000 gold 30 5412 hp 980,000 gold 31 5532 hp 1,050,000 gold 32 5651 HP 1,130,000 gold 33 5770 HP 1,190,000 gold 3 4 5890 HP 1,250,000 gold 35 6009 HP 1,290,000 gold 36 6 129 hp 1 330,000 gold 37 6248 hp 1 360 000 gold 38 6367
1,390,000 gold 39 6487 hp 1 430,000 gold 40 6606 HP 1,480,000 gold 41 6726 HP 1,540,000 gold 1 42 6845 HP 1,620,000 gold 43 6964 HP 1,700,000 gold 44 7084 hp 1,780,000 gold 45 7203 HP 1,870,000 gold 46 7322 HP 1,940,000 gold 47 7442 HP 2,000,000 gold 2,000,000 gold 1,940,000 gold 47 7442 HP 2,000,000 gold 1 000 48 7561 HP 2,100,000 gold 49 7681 HP
2,150,000 gold 50 7800 HP 2,200,000 gold 4.0 update have made significant changes to the ship's statistics. Below are the statistics before 4.0. MK Health Defence Speed Ship maneuverability 1,650 hp 0 DMG 1.08 (Max: 1.38) 34.7 (Max: 71.3 at all MKs) 32.5 (Max: 77 at all MKs) 2 800 HP 5 DMG 0.0.489 (Max: 1.38) 28.7 29 3 1100 l.s. 10 DMG 0.78 (Max: 1.42) 24.3 26 4 1500
hp 15 DMG 0.74 (Max: 1.42) 1.42) 24.5 5 2300 hp 20 DMG 0.7 (Max: 1.46) 20.4 23.5 6 3000 hp 25 DMG 0.69 (Max: 1.46) 19.9 23 7 3600 HP 30 DMG 0.7 (Max: 1.5) 20.4 4 0 23.5 Slots and Slot Points (edited by editing source) Red Slots Blue Slots 8 8 8 8 4 4 Patch Stories Edit Source 2.4 Update - June 29, 2017: MK7 added. 2.6 Update - November 14, 2017: MK1 red slots: 2 →
3 MK1 Red Slot Points: 2 → 3 MK1 Health: 500 HP → 650 HP MK2 Blue Slots: 1 → 2 MK 2 Blue Slot Points: 1 → 2 MK 2 Health: 700 HP → 800 HP MK4 Unlock Level: 22 → 21 MK5 Unlock Level: 29 → 30 MK6 unlock level : 39 → 40 Strategies Edit Source There are some roles Shooter can play : Offensive role: Shooters have many weapons slots. This allows them to maintain a
steady stream of damage even with weapons that have long cooled. Weapons with short cools such as Cannon usually don't work well with MK4 or above arrows, although Cannon has a high DPS. This is because the cooling is so short that you don't use a large number of craft weapons slots. For example, if the MK4 Shooter is equipped with four guns, each gun will cool down
faster than you could cycle through them. You better equip just one gun and then three other weapons with long cooling so you can use the gun while your heavy arms are reloading. Diversity is the key to building a strong shooter download. Since Shooters are the main dealers of the damage team, it is important that they are able to inflict this damage regardless of the situation.
For example, if the main participation takes place under a low obstacle, the shooter with three different mortars will be virtually disconnected. Typically, the shooter will want at least one cannon-type weapon (or other weapon that fires a projectile straight forward), at least one mortar-type weapon (anything from a mortar or fire weapon) and at least one Torpedo-type weapon. This
allows Shooter to be useful in any interaction scenario. For blue items, the best options are usually shields, turbos, or bandages. Turbo is almost necessary in order to dodge torpedo and mortar fire, as the arrows are very slow without them. Bandages are useful when your team does not have retainers, and shields work well to increase strength. Gear Lube and Rudder are usually
not necessary because most combat operations for shooters occur over long distances, where the slow tower or rotation of the ship is not too harmful. Shooter is basically an offensive ship, so players should take advantage of that. Photo Gallery (edit the editing source) Note: MK1, MK2, MK3, MK6 and MK7 images are needed (until update 4.0). MK4 slots up to 4.0 update MK5
slots up to 4.0 MK1 update in MK7 Differences 'edit source' Trivia edit source MK4 Shooter looks like MK3, but MK4 has some parts on his engines. Engines. Engines.
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